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What is combinatorial optimization?

Process of searching for a 

maximum/minimum of an objective 

function whose domain is a discrete 

configuration space 

– A math textbook

English translation:

Find the set of objects that 

maximizes/minimizes the KPI



Components of a CO problem

KPI to optimize Objects that affect KPI



Agenda

•Introduce common CO problems in business

•How to solve these problems using Google OR Tools



Packing Problems



How to stock a store

You have limited shelf space and can only stock so 

many products.

Each product has an associated profit margin.

Which items do you display to maximize profit?
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Knapsack problem

Given 

1. a knapsack of limited capacity

2. N items of specific weights and user 

utility

Determine the quantity of each item to 

pack to maximize overall utility



Knapsack problem: Grocery store

Given 

1. shelf space

2. grocery items of varying size and 

varying profit margins

Determine the quantity of each item to 

stock to maximize profit margin



Knapsack problem: Digital library

Given 

1. A book budget

2. Titles with associated costs and 

customer “enjoyment” (retention)

Determine which titles to include in the 

catalogue to maximize user retention



Creating an 
optimal library 
with OR Tools 1. Initialize the solver

2. Specify the budget, costs and 
ratings

3. Run the solver

Jupyter Notebook

https://bit.ly/36pZWkU

https://bit.ly/36pZWkU


Step 1: Initialize the solver



Step 2: Specify the budget, costs and 
ratings



Step 3: Run the solver



The optimal library collection



Constraint Optimization



Constraint optimization

This is constraint optimization where 

the goal is to find a feasible solution 

under a set of conditions.

Optimization is a secondary goal



Constraint optimization: Planning a 
conference

Schedule the speakers so that:

A. All attendees are able to attend their 

top two “must attend” speakers

B. Accommodate speakers’ availability

To maximize participant satisfaction



Constraint optimization: Forming teams

Financial advisors working in teams are 

known to be more productive than 

working alone. 

How can we form teams of advisors so 

that overall productivity is maximized?



Constraint optimization: Forming teams
Conditions:

1. Are located < 10km of each other

2a. Each team has one senior member and one 

junior member, or

2b. At least one member is a specialist in area A 

and at least one member is a specialist in area B

3. Everyone must be on a team

4. Teams have a maximum size of 8 people



4 steps to 
creating 
synergistic teams 1. Initialize the solver

2. Declare decision variables

3. Add the constraints

4. Run the solver
Jupyter Notebook

https://bit.ly/2A67GMJ

https://bit.ly/2A67GMJ


Teaming superheroes



Step 1: Initialize the solver



Step 2: Declare decision variables



Step 3: Add the constraints



Step 4: Run the solver



Team assignments



Resources

Optimizing library Jupyter Notebook – https://bit.ly/36pZWkU

Creating synergistic teams Jupyter Notebook – https://bit.ly/2A67GMJ

Google OR-Tools – https://developers.google.com/optimization

Branch & Bound algorithm (Stanford) – https://stanford.io/2APH4QA

https://bit.ly/36pZWkU
https://bit.ly/2A67GMJ
https://developers.google.com/optimization
https://stanford.io/2APH4QA


Thank you

Contact Info:
Jennifer@jennguyen.ca
linkedin.com/in/jenguyen


